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ANALYSIS OF M4 INFORMAle COMMUNICATION ktOCESS
WiTH IMPLICATIONS FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

.

ANDERSON, Michael Charlss, 'Ph.D..
Case Western Reserve Universify;.1976.

A significant problem encountered tf scientists today is
how to gain continuing exposure to new information in their
.field. The difficulty arises in part becauke_of the complex na-
ture of scientific communication This prOcaai ecnkints of two
components.. an informal channel of commuqtatIon which has
as its basis personal contacts with Important col and
a formal channel of information transfer through media, such as
journalsnd indnograahs. Within his discipline, a scientist
uses both channels to obtain information. Ciutaide of the din- t
cipline, however, he must rely, more heavily on the formal

/

channel. Often tifb characteristics of formal communication ,
present obstacles to thc search for knowledge. Consequently,
we must develop the most effective Inks of formal communi-
cation in order to overcome these obstacles and pr4vide the
researcher with thc most adequate information.,

One way in which this may beaccomplished as by using to-
tal-mat communication to describe the inicaaction betweenmem-
bers of a scientific community. Of the various types of cam-

, munication informal occurs most but is ignored in
research becabse it is difficult t casure. One way of avail-
ing this problem is to use calla on as a representation of
informal comninnication. Collabo ation,can be easily docu-
mented by observing references in a bibliography, In additioil,
it jepresents a highdegree of informal cpmmdaieation prior
to publication.

.The practical sicnificance of studying collaboration is its
usefulness in improving the degign of information retrieval
systems. Intercommunication classes of co-authors can be
isolated using an 'indirect' method of grouping. Each authors
position hi the group can then be related to other identifiable
characteristics he posscsscs such as subject orientation and
(platy. These relationships can then be used to design a re-
trievar system which uses high qualita Information and Pro-
vides bettcr,access than other systenis in use today.

Order No; 77-11,969, 95 pages.
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A RHETQR1CAL APPReACH TO THE NONSEXIST LAN-
GUAGE CONTROVERSY: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY USING
INTERVIEWS WITHSELECTED UNIVERSITY FACULTY

BATE, Barbara Ann, Ph.D.
University of Oregon, 1976

,
Advilert Charley A: Leistnei:

is study Was undertaken to document and.intergret cer-
talcangaage practices during a period of controversy over
proposals for nonsexist language. 'Nonsexist language" refers
here to gender-neutral terms which omit reference aaeither
gender, female-Inclusive terms which refer specifically to both
women and men, and the avoidance of language formswhich
convey derogatnry or stereotyped images of females or males.

Proposals for intentional language change to allevihte sex
bias have come from individuals and organizationn during the .
present decade. Various contemporary feminists have given
attention to the definitions of women conveyed in languagestruc-
tures and uses. Questions currently debakci in the nonsexist
language controversy are: 1) what language forms should be
changed, if any; 2) hqv the changes areio be made; and 3) what
will result from tite.4 change.. This study was constructed to
address these issues in an exploratory way thros,gh discoyeriral
the language preferences of.a small number of individual com-
municators.

A conceptual framework was developfed to guide the descrip-
tive segment of the research. The framework' derives from se-
lected writings in rhetoric, sociolinguistics, and cognitive psy-
choloa. Three concepts, Situation, Construct and Action, are
integrated in the rhetorical 'process of choosing onb's words.
Speakers respond to"rhetorical situations when they perceive

airexiye,nce exists for then' to talk. Speakers' perceptions of--
situations are affected by-Itheirpersonal constructs concerning
people and events. Finally, speakers' language choices are
rhetorical actions insofar as their words arc addressed to au-
diences and intended to have effects' on cell or environment er

b°thWith the conceetual framework as a background, twenty
Uniyersity of Oregon faculty'were selected to provide maxi-
mpm variation in age, sex, field of study, rank, length of stay
at Oregon, and expressed view about the women's movement.
Preliminary classrooM observations and an informal survey.

* , of campus news media indicated a rang of language practices
on the Oregon campus. Audiotaped inteTviews ivere held with
the twenty participating faculty members at the end of spring
.term 1976. A card sort of forty-nine language forms was tined
to discover the faculty members' reactions to particular terms
ranging frosii"gals." to 'he or she* to 'women's libber.'

The interview results showed wide-variation in language
preferences and practices among the twenty university faculty.
Mose agreement existed in rejecting derogatory or stereo-
typed terms -- "women's libber,' gal,* 'lady poet'--than in
responses to generic terms- - 'mankind," person . he' --
or alternative terms such as os/hc" and "caeryone . . they.'

Additionalajuestions from the inter view kevealed differ-
ences in situations, personal constructs, and actions as weil.o
Several male =acuity reported being persuaded to change their
language habits by active-women in their families or work en-
vironments. A number of the responses from both females
and males indicated that feedback from students had.affecteci

' their behavior.. The personal construct of set differctiation
appeared tote central to those resnendents who were strongly
opposed to such terms as "Ms.' or""spokesperson." For speak-
ers who preferred nonsexist language forms; the construct of
human potential was more often mentioned in the interview.

This study =Plaied language choiCes and revealed some
possible relationships" between language preferences and per-
sons' situations and constructs. Further work is warranted to
find out how teaching effectiveness and nonsexist language use
might be related; how interpersonal persuasion facilitates tan-
gunge change; how changes affect the changing persen; and hoia
the factors in rhetorical choices of language forms can be bet-
ter understood. This explarltay,y study airovides limited evi-
denee that language change is occurring in response.to the
women's movement; it also suggests that language changes
may both reflect and affect the relations between teachers and
students, women and men. Order go. 77-4700, 192 pages.
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THE EFFECTS OF LINGUISTIC NON-IMMEDIACY ON
AU15IENCE RATINGS OF SPEAKER CREDIBILITY IN
WRITTEN AND qPOKEN COMMUNICATION

.BEACHLE,Y, Michael Leonard, Ph.D.
University of Denver, 11976

The purpose of this study was to investigate a hypothesized .
relationship between linguistic non-immediacy and speaker
credibility. Immediacy was defined by Wiener anerMehrabian
(19113) as a channel of communication by which information is
available to an audience regarding the speaker's sentiments
'toward his subject, his communication, or his auditnce.

It was hypothesized that a message which consists of highly
noreammediate,linguistic structures would result in a lower
credibility rating of the comniffnicator than would a meassige
consisting of low non-immediate linguistic structures. A sec-
ond hypothetic was tested which investigated differences be-
tween the spoken and written modes of communication.

One hundred and fifty-one subjects Were selected from
undergraduate classes offered during the Spring.quarter of
1975-76 by the Speech Communicatton Department of the Uni-
versity of Denver, Subjects were randomly assigned to one of
four experimental conditions representing: 1. High ndn-imme-,
diacy in the stiken mode, 2. Low non-immediacy in the spoken
mode. 3. High nonlmnseiliacy in the written mode. 4. Low
non-immediacy in the written mode. Subjects werc exposed
to a wrilMn or molten, high or low non-immediacy. message,

.1
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s 4. /amwere askedlo-
evaluate the cononunicator on a credibility

instrument which combined 15 semantic differential scales de-.

tt

'eloped by Berta( Lemert, and Mertz (1970), and two'semantic
differential scales deeeleped by Whitehead 11968). A two-way
tinalysis of variance model was computed. 1).

Therelults showed strong supped for 'H, I 11)4.01) across
all credibility dimepsions, and the overall credibility ratings.
There was no significant difference between modes qmj no p-
teraction effect of immediacy by mime.

The results indicated that the immettlacy channel of tont-
, niunication was used by the lubjectain the determination of

speaker credibility., Thecongrisity prfnciple as pOsttedby Os-
good and Tannenbaim (1955) was viewed as a possible explana-
tion foiliie outcome. Implications for further research focused

..qn the need to-expileate_which classes of non-immedkeyef-
fected which dimensioi a of credibility and the need to develop
Immediacy training for communication competence.

Order No. 77-7381, 114 pages.
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A VALIDATION STUDY OF COGNITIVELY EXPERIENCED
COMMUNICATION APPREHENSION SCALES

BEATTY, Michael Joseph,
The Olio Stale University,.1976

Adviser: .P.rofesser George L. Lewis

4 4. '6 0

teacher-student interactions. The student's perception of the
leacher encompasses such factors as trust and credibility.
Similar to other altitudes, the credibility of (he teacher may .
be subject tq change as a result ,cif thetxperiencesthe student
has with that teacher. Ttius, the areas need further' assess-
ment. Moreover, "not-only the research to date bue also '
Itogcrlan Theory pruvidc a theoriCeld perspective-10r an in-
vestigation related to this area, teacher credibility.'Given, the.
cadential premise of Rogerian Theory, that credibility is deter-
mined by the consistency of both words and actions, f rther
investigations should be emphasized in this Ova. Ho ever, to
date, research in_non-verbal communication nas been imited.
The major emphasfSin this area has Veen directed at vocafs
cues. Given both the need for further research and this j;ack-
ground, which provide an appropriate rationale for fu'rther
investigation, the following hypotheses were examined: 1) the
subject's ratings of 5 teacher's credibility can be significantly
predicted from the level' of verbal-vodal consistency mid 2) the

P. sox of a student in .a teacher-student interaction is a significant. .

predictor of the subjects' rating' of the teacher's credibility!
To test these hypotheses, a 3 x 2 treatment by levels design

_wad employed. , More specifiedlly,,tslic 'treatments (audietapes
ond'transcripts). we re consistent verbal-vocal, ineasistent
verbal-vocal and verbal only. The levels were male leacher-
female student and male teacher-Role student, -To assess
teacher credibility, an established, reliable, andvalld,semaniie
differential scalce used in Wily ethos studies, was employed. ,
Further assessment of the specific dimensions of credibility,
which accounted for 57,70 percent of the total vaiiince, were
determined by factor analysis. Furthermore, the first hy-
pothesis was supported beyond the .05 level, as determined by
regression analysis. 4 Order No, 77-10,492, 124 pages.
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EFFECTS OF EYE CONTACT, POSTURE, kND VOCAL
INFLECTION UPON COMPREHENSION AND CREDIBILITY

BEEBE, Steven Arnold, Ph.D.
University of Missouri - Columbia, 1976

This study was prompted by the importance of cbmmunica-.

don apprehension and the dearth of research devoted to valida-

tion instruments for its measurement. This project atlempted '
to develop a self - report inventory of public sneaking. apprehen-
slon and to establish at least one measure of content, construct,
and predictive validity. To accompltsh this, the logical and em
pirical requirements for establishing validity of appretionelon --
scales vere reconeeptualized and explicated. Based on this
ebnceptualizatIon, the item pool was generated by students who
were anxious about gtving speeches. -.The reselling instzumeht
thisedministered to thgeneral student population and feeler
analysed for possible multidimensionality. Finally, each factor
was used as an independent vikable in a regression equation
predicting skin temperature prior and during a speaking epi-
sode..

The results indicate that (1) students perceive thetr'speak- -
int experience differently than do researchers, (2) cognitively.
perceived apprehension is factorialiy complex (i.e., prier sp.
preheision, avoidance, and tension), (3) scales resulting from e
the.procedure, based on Ake recoliceptualization predict skin
temperature moderately *SU.

,lt is suggested that further research is needed to (1) im-
prove the reliability of each factor, (2) replicate the factors, .
(3) validate the scale against other criterion variables, and
(4) validate the scales with differentstudent tiarriples and pogo-
lations. . - Order No. 76- 24,555, 8"/ paged.

THE EFFECTS OF VERBAL-VOCAL MESSAGE WS-
CREPANCYdgi TRACIIER CREDIBILITY **,

BEATTY, Pamela Jean, -Ph.D.
The Ohio Stale .University, 1976

Adviser: Professor George L. Lewis

Given that roiighly oneLIth of the lime in the classroom is
taken up by lecturing, one-third by scatwork, and,the rest by
teacher-student interactions, either by themselves or in com-
bination with lecturing and sealwork, the frequency with whichr
teacher-student interactions occur and the subsequent conse-
quences of those interactions have become iinporlanl Issues in

esearch. Presently, the research in this area has been de-
voted to the miamination of 1) individual and group differences
in Ute, classroom and their-effects qn teacher-student inter-
actions and 2) teacher altitudes onirexpeclations and their'
effects on leather-student interactions. However, little re-
search has been devoted to-student perceptions ofOeseliers In

;

Pi I.

Supervisor: 'Dr. James W. Gibson

Tiffs study examined the effect of speaker eye contaete pos-
tnre, and vocal inflection upon source credibility and listener
comprehension, in an effort to substantiate claims that these
delivery variables play an important role in a public speakiig
situation. Credibility was measuredby nine factor-analyzed
semantic differential scales. Listener comprehension was
measured by a twenty-question, multiple-choice test admin-
istered to a control group sap to eight groups under experi-
mental conditions. The speaker who delivered the informative,
speech maiiipulited eye contact, psstur,,, and vocal inflectio.4-
Two levels of each independent variable were employed; the ,
speaket t:sed either constant or no eke contact, 'formal or
causal posture, and varied or limited vocal inflection.

As a manipulation check and control' prpcedure, a group.of
seventeen student evaluators :dewed videotapes of the eight
stimulus conditions and were asked to describe the spe*er's
eye coated, posture, liocal inflection. rate, pronuticiationeges-
Nies, and facial expressions Analysis of ;he evaluations re-
vealed that the speaker appropriitely manipulated the indepen-
dent variables. In addition, a recording of the speaker's voice
was subjected to fundamedal,frenuency analysis to quantify '_

'vocal variation. A Honeywell Vistcorder revealed that the -
speaker appropriately manipulated her vocal inflection. ,

To test the hyPottimes, statistical Unalyses were performed
on data collected from 144 subjects. The results suggest that
eye contact may be a determiant of both enhanced credibility
and-increased comprehension. Subjects generally perceived
the speaker as more dynantic.anci believable in the constant
eye contact treatments then in the no eye contact treatments.
fowever, Otero was no sigiificant main effect for eye contact
on the likability dimension of credibility. Subjects in the con-
stant eyEcontant treatments-scored higher on the comprehen-
sion test than did subjeets exposed to the no eye Contact treat-
meats.

Spiaker posture had little effect on either credibility or
.

7
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comprehension. The speaker's formal or casual posture had.
no significant effect on audience perceptions of the speaker's
dynamism, believability, or likability. Inaddilion, there were
no differences iirthe sdbjbcts' Comprehension test scores be-
tween the,fornial and casual posture treatments.

The speaker's varied vocal_ inflection enhanced the audi-
re ep tons ritirsixrakertlitabitttfctsurrad-ricrirmirr

4;1 effect for the dynamism or bellevabilitytredibility factors.
A significant first- and second7order interaction between mean

.,-"efedibility factor scores on the believability limension spg-
gests that "inconsistencies' between a speaker's eye contact
and vocal inflection may lower a speaker's believability. When
the speaker had constant eye contact and limited vocal inflec-
tion or no eye contact and varied vocal inflection, the audience
perceived the speaker as less believable than when Ate speaker
employed both constant eye contact and varied vocal inflection
or no eye contact and limited vocal inflection. There was no
difference between subjeCts'

limited_
scores in the ,

varied and limited vocal inflection treatments.
Conclusions based on these results, and suggestions for

future research are discussed.
Order No. 77.4887, 162 pages.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF COMMUNICATION AND
BELIEF CHANGE: PROPORTIONAL CHANGE, ACCU-
MULATED INFORMATION, AND BELIEF CERTAINTY'

k)ANES, Jeffrey Ernest, Ph,D, .
Michigan State University, 1976

models of communication and belief change were
proposed and tested. The proportional change model stated
that receivers change their beliefs in the direction of the mes-
sage with the resulting belief change being proportional to the
amonnt of change requested. The accumulatedinformation
model was based upon the sante logic; however, it stated that r
belief change would be inhibited by the degree to which infor-
mation has been accumulated into the belief, It was hypothe-
sized that accumulated information and 'belief certainty would
be positively correlated; hence, a belief certainty modewas
also proposed and tested. -

The three-Models were tested with two sets of data, and the
results obtained showed ciesr supp t for the accumulated in-
formation model. Tie belief eerie' ty model wab the most in-

. ferior of the three, Although a po tiv correlation was found
J between accumulatedinformation a belief certainty, the "In-

farmed neutrals' we' a almost nonexistent; while 'uninformed
resolutes" prevailed'. 'Regardless of initial belief, the muniii-
formed° were the mogt,,affected hy the belief-change messages.

Order No. 77-1.1,630; 89 pages.

THE POLITICS OF HIGHER EDUCATION: A CASE
STUDY OF THE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA AND THE.. 1975
MINNESOTA STATE LEGISLATURE .

BORGESTAD, James Thomas, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota, 1976

THE EFFECTS cal CONFIDENCE AND UTILITY ON THE
,it SI:ENING AND PROCESSING OF. NON - SUPPORTIVE' ,

INFORMATION .::
DAVIES, Robert Allan, Ph.D.
The 'University of Iowa, 1976 '

.. .

'Supervisor: AsSociate Professor James 3. pradac
. .1

An experimental study pndertook to clarifythe confusion
surrounding the selective 'exposure issue. Much of the'aFert;'
mental literature, on information exposure has'been based upon
Frstipgees theory of-cognitive dissonance. The theory orig-
inally asserted that since regret following a decision will 'be
increased by non-Supportive messages, sue,h,informatibii will
be avoided more as dissonance increases. The failure of ex-
perimental research, unlike field studies, to find consistent
support for this hypothesis led Festingtr and othersto invoke.'
two variables--confidence anal utility.-to account for the dis-
crepancies. The effects of these variables arc also inconsis-
tent, largely, because 'of inconsistent conceptual and operational
definitions.

The rationale forihe present research assumed that con-
fidence and utility affect information exposure, but the re-
searcher first sought to clarify these variables by incorporat-

.. ing them, into the framework ofedissonance theory. ffwas---,
contended that utility teferi to circumstances in which diseo-
Nlitee can be most effectively reduced by reading non-supior-
tiveanaterial, stark confidence in ability to refute such mes-
sages predicts thhuse of this dissonance-reducing strategy.
Predictions for the determinants of both variables were ad-
vanced, as well as for their main and interactive effects od
expodure to non-supportive information. Hypoihtses were
also offerelot, the recall, interpretation, and elfaluation of .

non- supportive ;arguments.
The confidence and utility hypotheiel were tested in a

2 X 4 Alesign with two levels of confidence and four levels AF
utility. Subjects completed two argument tasks, and high and
low ronfidenec were manipulated through evaluations of their
refutation strategies. On a third issue, the uti ity levers were
crcated by Varying' the degree to which subje s
presentation of their ideas to be evaluated er fealty.' Follow-
ing these inductions, subjeCts rated their Interest in both sup-
portive and non-supportive messages, and then indicated their
recall; interpretation, and evaluation of the arguments,in a
non-supportive message.

The data provided no.support for any of the hypotheses for
confidence and utility. It was discovered that the attempt to
manipulate confidence was ineffective, and differences in self-

1 To large extent, the success, and even the survival, Of
public higher educational institutions is determined ay state
legislatures. Tilislait ofacadpmic and legislative life be-
comes increasingly salient as interest groups compete for
scarce state funds. University administrators find themselves
queuing upalongside spokesmen for other public agencies to
petition for essential appropriations. Generally, these aca-

-% demic officials are cognizantlhat the "polities of education"
play a major role In determining,the nature of the link between
the campus' and the capital.

Vihat might be considered the most basic aspect In main-
taining the economic and politicallifeline between state govern-
mental and higher educational bodies is the notion of communi-
cation, or as Robert L. Williams writes in The preparation of
Requests for. Legislative Appropriations in Midwestern State
Universities, "the question of effective communications. " It
is precisely this issue, "the question, of effective commoinica-

- dons' between the'University of Minnesota and the 1975 Min-
nesota State LegIslattire that forms theinekArovnd of this ease
study. - c 4

The central theme is.clivideri into"tour related components,
each of which is examined through the pfrspectives of two sub-
ject populations; onc'group is comprised of twenty-two Minne-
sota legislators and the other group consists of an equal num-
ber of Universjty of Minnesota administrathrs, Attempts are
undertaken via. obserwitional, survey, and interview methods
to define 1) the extent to which formal testimony presented by
University representatives affeits the decisions of legislators.
on appropriations, 2) the characteristNs of "effective* as op-
posed to "intfiective* presentations of testimony, 3) additional
communleattek channels between higher 4ducationai institutions
and legislative bodies, qad 4) additional decisionmakrng fac-
tors that affect higher educational appropriations. Out of these
four central questions'nrise twenty-three hypotheses. Each hy-
pothesis pertains directly to the outcome enjoyed by the Uni-
versity Of Minnesota in 075; ycl, each is also generalizable,
within certain parameters, to other states, to other...post-see-
ondary systems, and to other facets of "the politics of higher
education.''

Order-No. 77-121755, 350 pages.
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reported confidence failed to predict aifferences oa other ste-
154'"ant measures.

A nein effect was obtained for utility, but the result was
contrary to prediction. Subjects for whom utility was,at the

' lowest level, shoWed more interest in readilig non-supportive
' messages than did subjects in the other three utility conditions.

Poet hoc withilialuttleas_stkLaSill rev aced an overall prefer-
ence for supportive messages. Further inspection indicated
that the difference between "exposure measures was significant
only in.the two higher utility conditions.

The measures of message-processing failed-to produce in-
terpretable respite. and this suggested that subjects had little
interest in the non-supportive messages, and therefore gave,
them little attention.

Thtlack.ot Predicted results in the study led to a recon-
sideration of confidence manipulations, and the conceptualist -*
lions of confidence and utility. A more extensive manipulation
of perceived argumentation effectiveness wassuggested, along
with the possibility that argumentation skills may not be as
crucial in determining confidence as the amount of knowledge
metes about an issue. This suggestion indicated that confi-
dence may be an indicator of the amount of dissonance experi-
enced, rather than a prcdictor of a dissonance-I-educing steal-
egy.V.so,then dissonance reduction is not the basislor
voluntary exposure to non - supportive information. ,Such ex-.
posure may Instead be in the interest of satisfying other per-

_ mina' needs, or coping with practical problems. 'A subsequent
investigation provided partial support for the revision of the
utility construct.

Because the explanations and prediction% in the final chap-
ter were highly speculative, further studies were suggested in
order to eicplore their plausibility

Order No. 77-13,072, 289 pages.

AN INVESTIGATION OF TH1 /PROCEDURES USED if0
ASSIGN STUDENTS TO REMEDIAL ORAL COMMUNI-
CATION INSTRUCTION o.

.

DE CKER,laarrea pale, Ph.D. . '
Temple Universal, 197? ,

Currently, the decision to assign students to remedial oral
. communication instruction if based Primarily upon their score(

on standardized aptitude and achievement tests. However, the
rclationst4ip,between a student's oral communication skills ind
that studnt's score on a standardized aptitude and achieve-,
ment test had'not been examined. Therefore, utilizing a ran-
dom selection of subjects who had been assigned to an existing
remain' program (students enroliefi in ELECT-Speech at
Temple University), and subjects who were not assigied to a.
remedial program (students enrolled in Speech 015, Public.-
Speaking, at Temple University), this relationship was studied. .

Temple University utilizes the verbal score on the Scholastic '
Aptitude Test (SAT-V) to make such assignments. .

Part One of the study asked When students are judgedon
the basis of performaaccof communleltion skills attne, can
the initial assignments remedial :tad non-remetal communi-
cation programs be replicated? Tape rei!Vrtd speech earn-
ples and written outlines of fifty subjects (25 kern ELECT-
Speecand 25 fromSpeech 015) were evaluate .% using the
Speech Screening Form--the instrument used in conjunction
with SAT-V score to make the original assignments. Only
twenty of the,fifty sdbiectirwere assignediconsistent with their
orililnal assignment. The original assignment was tot repli-
Wed.

Part Two of the study utilized a deficit model of communi-
cation skills, the Speech Screening Form--Form B designed
by the resea^cher, to further examine tlirretationship between.

. , its

. etr
a subject's communication skills and that subject's SAT-V
score. Tape recorded speech samples and written outlines of
one. hundred and fifty subjects (76 from ELECT-Speectand
75 from Speech 015) were evaluated by graduate teaching as-
sistants using the Speech Screening Form--'corm B.

The results yielded several conclusions. First, *hen using
a deficit model of communication skills, underlying factor's

' Tereliteniffted-which-entrIct.scrre-as-thrbasls assigrd
students to remedial programs. Those factors were: 1) stan-
dard English usage on'the oral dimension,' 2) standard English
usage. on the written dimension, and 3) Content analysis and
organization. Second, the degree of inter-obseiver reliability
exhibited by the raters wasainacceptable. Third, the degree
of intra-observer reliability (i.e., scale reliability) exhiWted
b y the raters using the scale was acceptable. Fourth, the step-.
wise multiple regression of the three factors with the subjects'
SIT-V scores indicated that the content analysis and orga-
nization factor did predict a subject's SAT-V score. The
remaining two factors, however, did not significantly increase
the prediction of SAT-V scores. Fifth, the stelf-wise multt-
pie reeression of the three factors with the subjects' member-
ship in ELECT-Speech indicated that only factor three, con-
tent analysis and organization, significantly predicted that
Membership. In related analyses, race and the three factors
were regressed to the subjects,: SAT-Ve'scores. Both race
and factor three, content analysis and organization were sig-
nificant predictors of the subjects' SAT-V scores. jn addi-
tion, the three factors Were regressed with a subject's race
and revealed that only fddtor one, standard'Englidh usage On
the oral dinleasion, predicted race.

,*

The results. ipdicate that the deficit model of communica-
tion skills ( Speech Screening Form--torm B), could be used

.to assign students to remedial communication Instruction.
However, it would be necessary to train the raters to increase
inter-observer zeliability. It was clear that the current titi-
lization of only SAT-V scores for assignment to remedial
oral communication instruction tends to select more non-

""Ivhites than Whites, glyph that non-whites had lower overall
SAT-V scores. Since non-whites did not exhibit a significant
differerice in communication elcilkidh.e..ufe of SAT-V imps
for making assignments to remedial oral communication in-
struction is imacceptable. Order No. 77-13,551, 108 pages.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF PRE-;
sENTING AN .1NTEICULTURAL ,COMMUNICATION UKIT

THE BASIC SPEECH COURSE
.

ELLIOT% Teresa Graumann, Ph.D. -
University oi'MtrylAd, 1976

Supervisor: Dr. John C. Carr

This atudywas, designed to determine the cliecliveness of
teaching techniques (lecture, videotape, and simulation) in pre-
senting a unit oh IntestidttuAl "Communication-in the basic
speech course. The relationship between teaching techniques
and attitude toward worldmindedness, cognitive learning in the _-
two areas of udlue orientation and nonverbal intercultural com-
munication and behavioral change vies exaroinellt A ['relent-

6 iansttest control group design <vas used to measure attitudinal
change toward worldmindedness, "and a posttest-only control
group design was employed to measure behavioral change and to
cognitive learning.

Three teaching methods were employed: (1) LIcture, in N.

which a 50-minute slide/lecture on the intercultural ccimmuni-'i
cation areas of value orientation and nonverbal communication o

,was presented to the students. (2) Videotap in Which a 50-
minute videotape covering the same content was shown; and
(3) Simulation, in which.a simulation' exercise was utilized to
teach the subject matter. The control group received no inter-

, cultural communication instruction.
Attitudinal change was measured by the.mcan change score

on the Woritimiltdedneds Scale (Sampson and Smith, 1957) ad-
ministered before'and alter the troPment. Behavioral mea-
surement consisted of an experimenter-designed questionnaire

9
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.,' administered after the treatment,: Cognitive measurement was
' included in an upgraded section of the Speech 100 final exam:

. ination.
The subjects in this investigation were 144 students en-

rolled in a lecture section of Speech 100 (Basic Principles of
Speech Commuideatioo)'at the University of Maryland, College
.2ark.,..11e.students worezandomly_aasigat-
ment groups and a control group. Each teaching technique

' (lecture, videotape,. and simulation) was employed in present-
. ° ing a unit on Intercultural Communication during the scheduled

class time.
Data from the measurements were analyzed using the uni-

varlate analysis bf variance. When a significant F resulted,
the Sch'effe.lest was used for post -hoc analysis.

The- results of this investigation revealed no significant
differences in student attitudes toward worldmi4edness or
behavior among groups of students taught by lecture', siptula-.

tion, videotape, awl a control group. The data does show that
the three teaohinglechniques are superior to a control group
in the area of cognitive learning. in addition, within the limits
of this study, the lecture and videotape technique were supe-
rior in the cognitive area to, the simulation method. The yiaeo-
tape technique, however, was foupd tab% significantly less en-
JoyabIethan the lectsre ancLgateration methods, 4 4

The results ,sugasted several impfications for teach'
Thele,include combining videotape with another **chi ech-

' pique such_bs discussion or a simulation exercise; increasing
. 'the amounof time used for teaching a unit on Intercultural

E)mmunisationL employing interaction between white U.S. stu-

dents and those from another cultural bacligrOugd in dyadic
communication and group discussib6 and presenting thepreti-
cal material' copeerning intercultural communication before
t he simulation exercise.

.

1.

mi' Concerning future research, th use of a semantic differ-
ential and videotaped Interactions as fneaeurement instruments

is recommended brder"No. 77:9506,,133 pages.
.

AN "INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BE
TWEEN A COMMUNICAT101.1 SHILLS SCALE, A DOG
MATISM. SCALE, AND A BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT
OF A COUNSELING SIMULATION

ELLSWORTH, John Raymond, P.
University of Smelt Carolina, 197

The purpose of this'study.was to investigate the relation-
ship bplwecti a communication skills scale, a dogmatism scale,
and a behavioral assessment of a counseling simulation. The
communication skills scale used in this study was the Carkhuff
Communication Index Scale. The dogmatism scale used I; this
study writhe Dogmatism Scale by Rokeach. The behavioral

- -assessment was conducted by having three expert aidgEs *val-
. uate beta verbal and nonverbal behaviors of subjecte in a code-

-icing simulation.
...Moe subjects In this study were all graduate students in the

iattk communication skills course taught at the University of
SouthsCarolina. After having received 45 hots of training in
counseling skills, the entire class-section of 22 members were

' given a communicition skills scale and a dogmatism scale.
Also the subjects .teze videotaped inleoulpeling simulation
as they responded to an actor/client-17i a helpful 'camber. The

' performances of the subjects in the counseling simulation were
later assessed by three expert judges. The frequency of oct
currence of specified.verbal and nonverbal behaviors of the
subjects for predetei'mined time intervals was indicated by this
three judges, evaluatioq of the videotapes. A rank order of the
subjects counseling efficiencies was determined from the ver
bal and nonverto

TM three me
dealt, wit h,each

ips.: The resells
licilficently correlate will

A
of.wignificance. However,
nqnt was compared to the dog
nlficant positive correlatiqn(p .0f). Speculations concerning
the findings:of this study were discussed by the ineestigator.

Order No. 77-6757, 148 pages.
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A LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OFsOOCTORPATIENT COP4,;

MUNICATION PROBLEMS. (VOLUMES I AND II)

FORD, Jerome Cleveland, Ph.D.
Georgetown University,..1976

his thesis analyzes
nabrzes c"

problems
beh""me tea odors and their patients from a linguistic vantage

point.. It divides the problems into two primary categories:
problems of the come epiCation channel, problems surfacing
though a communication channel. The first category relates
to the following:. fireign language speakers, terminology, se- .

mantic distortion, phonological variation, morphologic substi-
tution, popular usage, problems of verbalization, transmedta-
tion, thought feces, and thought organization. The second
category relates to differences in underlying assumptions.
about the doctor-patienpcontext, personal knbwledge, beliefs,
attitudes, emotional needs, and expectations ofthe doctor-
patient context. Specific solutions are proposed, including
particular linguistic strategies known as verbal strategies.

The thesis alsamblarges the scope of linguistics in contend-
ing with jradithibal linguistic tgims as utterance and speech
act, and linguistic notions of information- message theory, lis-
tening as a passive language skill, and situational context. It
illestrates the capabilities of linguistics emitted to other fields
and'stresses the need for linguistics to absorb research done
in the areas of psychology and sociology. The thesis offers a
detailed consideration of the linguistic notion of context, posit-
inekvoseparatedypes--personal context and social context.

dfirms integral, elements of each type.
The thesis includes a comprehensive and annotated bibliog-

raphy of literature relevant to the subject of doctor-patient
communication and to attendant linguistic matters.

Copies available from author through school of Languages
and Linguistics at Georgetown lInfversity.

VERBAL CORRELATES AF INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVE
NESS WITH YOUNG CHILDREN

UEHLBACH, Roger Dale, Ph.D.
niversity of Toronto (Canada), 1974

The principal research objective was to discover specific
verbal ?Mures in teachers' instructional language that were
significantly related to instructional effectiveness watt ;mug
children. A 50,000 -word corpus of exclusively verbal, mono -
logical instructional speech was collected under controlled con7
ditions from three groups of 20 female teachers: (a) practicing
kindergarten teachers, (b) elementary stttdent teachers, and
(c) secondary student teachers. Each teacher instructed eight
short tasks in the manipulation and control of common, school-
related-concepts and behaviors, The instructions were tape
recorded and then played individually to. 120 kindergarten
children, randomly assigned to 'cachets and across teacher -.
groups, The criterion of instructional effectiveness was the
total score earned by each leacher from the performances of
the 16 childivn who received her instructions.

The analysis of message content revealed two kinds of vari-
ables to be significantly related to the criterion: (a) surface
structure variables (SSVs), such as rate of specchand, message
length, and (b) textual variables (TVs) such a's the frequency
of occurrence of specific words and word types. The results
of multiple correlation analyses, adjusted for shrinkage, Ind,- ,
cated that the SSVs and the TVs accounted for I.3% and 2a of
the criterion variance, respeatively. Only 2% of the criterion
variance was accounted for by their common effects, suggest-
ing their relative independence. Inspection of the high-scoring
messages suggested the following incorlioration of the siguiii-
cant variables into generalizations for later cxperi es s:
(1) When the goal response for a task was gener able beyond
the task objective, an instructional message effective to
the degree that the basic, or 'core', Iitetrue ns were supple-
mented by (a) the explicitly negative ape ification of uncle-

, sired behaviors (b) the use of words Hie ort. and bit kit.

to rare explicitly describe the desired rand* of response;
ra
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) wherithe goal response for a task was singular and non-
generalizable an instructional message was effective to the
egree that the specification of the task objective was unam-
guous; and (3)' an instructional message was more effective

t the degree that instructional units were of the form of phono-
logically separate, 'simple sentences.

_An.hypothesis that the performance of the practicing kip-
dergarten teachers would be superior to that of both student
teacher groups was not confirmed. On the eleven significant
variables, however, a multivariate analysis of variance indi-
cated that the three groups were significantly different. The
failure to find score differences was discussed in terms of the
role played by verbal instruction in natural classroom settings.,0 ea

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE "CATLI METHOD OF
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS IN ESTABLISHING TASK-,
ORIENTED SUBGROUPS IN ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS,

,- GRAHAM, Alan Richard, PhAt. . .
Ncirthwestern University, 1916

° Bernard and Killworth (1(974) devised 4catij,* a new socio-
metric technique, which they claimed to be more powerful than
the traditional sociometric method for analyzing social net-
works. *Clair was designed to describe communication net-
works in closed groups by determining the number of inter-
mediaries between any two members of the group. This
information was used to create the important subgroups within
a group. The administrative aspects of the technique required
members of a group to rank all individuals an their group ac-
cording to prescribed priteria. The traditional sociometric
method devised by-Moreno, the soclogram;required members
to rankonfy three to five individuals. .

This A* measured the effectivenesinf "catir as a means
of forming.task-oriented subgrogis tn elementary classrooms.
Fourth grade students were randomly assigned to thc expert-
mental and tq the control class through the use of a table of
random numbers. The twenty students in the experimental

_clasp were placed into task-oriented subgroups by the ueatij*
sociometric method while the nineteen students in the control
class wcrc placed into task-oriented subgroups by the tradi-
t ional sociometric method. Both classes wcre taught a cur-
riculum unit based on the newspaper. This unit was designed
to teach specific critical thinking skills. Students were taught
to identify emotional words or phrases in newspaper headlines
and to determine U information in a news story was complete
and 'valid: Each subgroup was required to create a two- or
three-page newspaper.

At the conclusion of the curricplum unit, an objective test
on the Critical thinking skills andan opinion questionnaire( _
about stnalLgri!up work were administered to all the' fourth
grid* students participating i /the study.' he students' total

,scores on the objective test,dnd the opinion questionnItire were
.../compared. No significant fferences were found when the ,

stadents% responses to individual questions on the opinion quel-
tionnsire were cent* between the two classes. Onfy when
students were asked t explain how conflicts were resolved in
their task-oriented bgroyps, a tendency became apparek.
Students In subgroups formed by the d'eatir method tended to
use the,teacher as *judge In7Mediating their conflicts less
than students placed in subgrqups by the traditional sock,-

. metric method. These results may have been influenced by
the small sample, size,- the short acquaintance span of students
in the new (firmed clisses;*the bias of the measuring instru-
ments or. age level of thestudents. s.

This it codcluded that *calif' was no more effectiie
then the tr tional soclometric method in creating task- .

oriented subgrOups in elementary clasSroontir 'Ceti? re-
quiredthe use of a computer. The traditional sociometric
method may be analyzed by .,hand or by coilmuter. When com-.

v

paring preparation time for commkerized analysis, "catit*
appeared to be a more time-consuming procedure than the
traditional sociontetricmethed.

Order No 77-10,032, 101 pages,'

cOnaTiv.g. COMPLEXITY-SIMPLICITY AS A FACTOR
Dl APTITUDE C::ANGE DUE TO COUNTERATTITUDINAL *
ADVOCACY

HALE, Claudia Lee, Ph.D.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1976

. -
The development of interest in individual perceptual canal-

, ties has resulted in an increased awareness of the influence
that those capaaties have in a number of areas. One such are.
is attitude change due to the introduction of dissonant oectain-
terattitudinal information. Based on Worlconcerning botf the
effects of cognitive complexity on impression formation cad in-
dividual differences in response to cognitive dissonances, it was
suggested that level of cognitive complexity would be related
to the degree of attitgle changcatter writing a counterattitudi-,
nal message. Specifieally, it- was predicted that cognitively
complex individuals would respond to the counterattitudinal
message by maintaining initial attitudes while cognitively
simple individuals would shift attitudes, aligning them with the
countsrittitudinal behavior. , . .

After completing a measure designed to assess level of in-
terpersonal cognitive complexity, subjects completed a task in
whichthey rank ordered ten applicants for a position,on a kid- .
nay machine: Three to four weeks following that first ranking,
subjects in the treatment grog) were asked to write a message
supporting one of the applicants (subjects w e individually ati-
signed the applicant they bad ranked sevent .They then re-
ranked all ten applicants. Subjects tn theco rol group com-
plefed only the reranking.

A significant positive ranking shift was expected (aligning
pretious attitude with writing behavior) particularly among non-
complex Ss who were expected to t3 more influenced by the
writing of the counterattitudinal message. Analysis of the rank-
ing,shifts: however, revealed no significant effect for condition
or for eomplexity ;ad no significant interaction. When absolute'
cheep scores 103rilag the direction of the ranking shift were
used as a dependent measure, significance was achieved'for
HO condition effect and the interaction between-condition and p
complexity approached significance. This was taken as an in-
iticstibn that writing the message led subjects (particularly
complex subjects) td'-consider in more detail the characteris-
tics of the target person and to reevaluate htin. ,

The results of the intestigation are discussed with papticu-
tar attention to theiactors contributing to the lack 6f a condi.- '

, ti,va effect hi the direction usual after cornterattitudinal advo- ,
cacy. Suggestions are offered forsmodification of the original
them bS placing importance upon the degree of differentiation
present in the initial impression of the target persoh. It is
suggested that the probable sparseness of the original impres-
sion was a contributing factor In producing the results. The
Writing of the message servedsas an opportunity to form a gen-
uine understanding of the target object, rather than as a chat-

-hags to an already well formed iniprc,ssion.
' /Order No. 77-9012, 82 pages.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL FIELD INVESTIGATION OF Tit;
. EFFECTS OF SOURCE CREDIBILITY AND DOGMATISM

ON THE EV .LUATION OF A BELIEF-DIACREPANT
11XSSAGE BY RELIGIOUS FUNDAMENTALISTS

WALL, Glenn Edwarci, Ph.D:
University of Southern California, 1975

Chairman; Professor Bodaken

The purpose of this field investigatioirwas to determine in
what way or ways closed-minded religious fundamentalists
would differ from open-minded religious fundamentaliits in
their evaluation of identical belief-discrepant dressagei at-
tributed to either a high or low credibility source. Ina a pre-
Ilminary study, social drinking in moderation was determined
to be a belief-discrepant issue for the subjects of the study
(N 2 200) who were adult membersof four different congrega-
tions of the Church of Christ. .

The first hypothesis was based on prior research in source
credibility (e.g., Hovland, Janis, and Kelly, 1953; Hovlaad and
Weiss, 1951; and McCroskey, 1966) which has established that,
in general, the effectiveness of a persuasive message ts in
creased if its source is perteived as "credible.' The hypoth-
esis predicted thats belief-discrepant message advocating so-

. cial drinking in moderation received from a high credibility
source would be more favorably evaluated than an identical
message received from a low credibility source. The second
hypothesis Was based on prior research in dogmatism And the
central-peripheral dimension of beliefs (e.g., Rokeach, 1954,
1960, 1968; and Miller and Rokeach, 1968) and religious funda-
mentalism (e.g., Baxter, 1955; Feather, 1967; Gilmore, 1969;
and Stanley, 1963) which has established the differential heft
tween personality characteristics of open- and closed-minded
fundamehtalists. The hypothesis predicted that open-minded

, fundamentalists' evaluation of a belicf-discrepant message re-
ceiVed from p high credibility source would be moratavorable

C thai closed-minded fundamentalists' evaluation-of same
*me sage. 4 .

The hypotheses were tested ita posttest -only control group
design (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) and by a 23c 2 fixed effects
analysis of variance for cells with unequal numbers using the
BMA Biomedical Computer program (Dixon, 1970) and the
Statistical Packge for the Social Sciences (Nis, Bent, End
dull, 1970). AIFNects first elmmleted the Sort-Form Dog-
matism Scale (Tro ahl and Powell, 1965). The experimental
subjects'received the belief-discrepant message and then com-

Aeted the posttest which consisted of three different sets of
semantic differential-type scales. Control subjects did not
receive the belief-discrepant message and completed only two
clolsets of scales. The .05 level of significance was required for
1 glatistical tests. . -

The data failed to confirm the math effect predicted in Hy-,

pot ado I, Even though ths collapsed mean credibility scores
showed a statistical difference (F = 6.68, r Al the absolute

" difference between the high (X = 4.89) and low (X = 4.35)
sources was so small (.54) th2t message evaluation was not
influenced by the credibility oirthe source. In short, both coin-

. municators wcre perceived as credible cxcept when using the
Scriptures as supportive arguments advocating social drinking.

The data confirmed Hypothesis 2 and revealed an unpre-

dicted main effect for open-mindedness as well (F = 18,84'

tc .01). Open-minded fundamentalists' evaluation of the belief-

discrepant message coming from both the high and low credi.

bility source was significantly more favorable than closed-
minded.fundamentalists'. These results are consistent with

previous research whiCh found that open-mthded individuate

are more tolerant of belief-discrepant information than closed:
minded individuals and also that thete arc (ghly religious tuff-
darreqialists-who hold their beliefs in an open or non-dogmatic

manner. l °
In sum, the study's findings demonstrated that source credi-

bility did not significantly influence message evaluation by the

experimental subjects, especially when the Scriptures were

O usci as supportive arguments. On the other hand,dogmatism
antLiundamentalism were found to be significant factors %flu-

- cue log message evaluation. The unpredicted main effect for

I " d
a

. . .

open-mindedness suggested that both open- and closed-minded . ,
fundamentalists detached the belief-discrepant =stage from L

the source and that eqntent evaluation was commensurate with .

individual open and closed belief systems and cognitive styles,
which wcrc found to be significantly different. . .

0 4
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THE EFFECTS OP SPEECH DISORGANIZATION .UPON
COMPREHENSION AND. KNOWLEDGE

-

NATNES;;Tudy Lillian, Ph.D.
The FlOrida State University, 1976

Major Professor: Theodore Clevenger; Jr.

Investigations into the effecits of message disorganization
on listener comprehension have produced sufficient incosisis,
tent findings to raise questions, about the importance of orga-
nization to effective speaking. However, a critical artalksis of
these studies suggests that the inconsistencies may be caused
by differences in the operational definitions of organization,
disorganization, and, comprehension. Theories of speeekcon-
struction suggest that organization is related to comprehen..
0011 of the main ideas of the speech and their interrelatiow-
ships rather than to knowledge of specific details, yet the
research has not distinguished between these iipes of learn-
ing. Also, the studies have differed substantially in the com-
plexity and structure of the original message and in the method
used to create disorganization.

This study attempted to provide an empirical explanation
for the inconsistencies ih results by controlling these factortils;
The primary hypotheses were that listeners who heard orga-
nized speeches would learn more: disorganization would have
a stronger adverse effect on comprehension than oil knowledge;
and listeners who, heard explicitbtatementsOf interrelation-

. saps among idefs would learn more.
Foir 11 i-minute speeches on the advantages of water

fluoridation were developed. All had the same introduction
and conclusion. TWo speeches were disorganized by system-
atic reassignment 0( all paragraphs except the introduction
and conclusion. The explicit speeches contained oral orp-
nizatihn devices which stated the relationships among ideas,
while the implicit speeches lacked these statements. Thus,
the four treatments wet.* explicit organized, explicit disorga-
nized, implicit organized, and implicit disorganized.

Ten knoyiedge and ten camprehension items measured stu-
cfept learning. The KR-20 reliabilities were .77; total test; .

.57, knowledge; and ,67, comprehension. The subjects, 152 ,

junior college students. tosk a 20-item vocabulary tesi,lieard
a taped speech, took the learning test, and completed even
speech evaluation sales. They alio completed scales on credi-
bility and attitude as part of a related study.

The results were analymd_by 2 X 2 analyses of covariance,
using the vocabulary test as the covariate. Neither disorpt-
nization nor explicitness had a significant effect on knowledge
scores. However, comprehension scores wereesignificantly
higher for those Who heard the organized-speeches. The dia..
organization effect was strongest on comprehension Items re-
lated to the sequence of certain developmetts. There was no
difference between the explicit and implicit versions on com-
prehension, and no interaction between the treatments. On
total test, the amount learned was significantly higher for the
organized versions and for the explicit versions, with no sig-
nificant interaction. Subjects rated the organized_xessioqs as
significantly more organized, with no sipifir.fir differences
on six other speech evaluation scales" including clarity, aft-4
tiveness, and delivery.

The results demonstrate that disorganization can cause an
audience to learn lesh. This loss affects the total amount
learned, but impacts most strongly on, he listener's compre-
hension of the interrelationships and sequencing of main ideas.
The results should not be generalized to'all types of speeches
without more research, but they do indicate that clear orga-
nizatloq is necessary fpr speecheNvith complex structures
and those in which understanding of-sequence is important.
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The +due of ;fat organizition devices was also sustained,
s- since listeners learned more from the speechep which had ex-

plicit statements of relationships.'
The study replicated the method of disorganization used

preilously to demOnstrate that earlier failures to find effects
of disorganization rested with the item and speech type. Fu-
lure research should avoid the artificiality of scrambling para-

.

., graphs and concentrate on natural disorganization.
. The most far-reaching implication is the finding of differ-
enttal effects according to the level of learning, pointing out

- , the necessity of clearly defining the type of test Item used tc
measure learning. Order No. 77-13,316, 118 pages.
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THE CONCEPTUALIZATION AND MEASUREMENT /
OF

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SATiSFACTIO
I

HECHT, Mic'hael 14., Ph.D. ,
.:fotversity of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign, 1916 P

i

The purpose of,this dissertation was to explie td
crimtnative fulfillment approach to satisfaction a

ethe dis-
to develop

S general mcasure of communication satisfaction. The dis-
criminative fulfillment approach was developed after a retlew
deteimined that previous conceptualizations were inadequate,
This approach extends the Skinnerian notion of discriminative' A '

stimulus by labeling satisfaction the affect which is conditioned
when the link between the discrimination and the resulting be-
havfor is reinforced.

- The measurcment strategies utilized in the construction of
. 4 ...the general communication satisfaction inventory were derived

from the thcordtical approach as.well as a review of previous
''iheasirement techniques -in the interpersonal, small group, and
organizational satisfactioiNareas. The inventory was developed
in four stages. Two questionnaires, interviews, and a review
of the related literature produced the initial item pool. These--,

Rams were evaluated by content analysis and their ability to'
discriminate between respondent's notions of an ideally satis-

. fying-conversation and a most dissatisfying conversation! Item
analyses and factor analyses were then conducted on data sepa-
rated by treatment (aCtual or recalled conversation) and level
of intimacy (friend, acquaintance, or stranger). Finally a gen
eral communication satisfaction inventory was created for use
in actual and recalled conversations with another, whether pat,

.ceived to be a friend, acquaintance or stranger. Reliabilitiis 1
Of between'.90 and .07 and validities between .64 and .87 were
reported. , "

In addition, five specialized inventories were created for
actual and recalled conversations and for each of the three.' ')levels of intimacy: fil nd, acquaintance or stranger. Reli-
abilities for these five pecialized inventories ranged from
.94 to .97. The small umber of stranger respondents, their
ahnost exclusive part! ipation in the actual treatment, and the
similarities between t e actual and stranger factor sthaure.s
4raised questions about tile/ usefulness of the inventory assess-
INC satisfaction with aconversation with a stranger. The other ('
spectalized inventories suffer from no obvioulil shortcomings
and appear to have face validity. .

. Differences between satisfaction with recalled and actual
" . conversations and among different levets of intimacy were dis-

cussed. Disparities among respondents low in sattijaction were
primarily responsible for the differences. .

The actual conversation communication satistactioic inven-
tory contained more items describing the behavior of the'other

. than' did the recalled conversation communication satisfaction
inventory. item analyses and factor analyses revealed that the
actual and the,general communication satisfaction inventories

--.had similar dimensions while the recalled inventory seems to
reflect a normative view of communication. It was suggested
that satisfaction research, much of which relies on memory-

. generated 9ata should utilize this distinction in future research.
A, frunbor of patterns enicrs,41 from the analysis of hut-

=icy levels. First, there was a positive relationship between
the level of intimacy and the importancesf the behavior of the

.
. .

.,,.

.

i
other for one's cordmunicaffen satisfaction. Second, one's olvi
behavior was a more important dimension of .the acted cone- '1

inunication satisfaction inventory. Third, the importance of "Iregulation and/or feedback is positively related to intimacy ...,,""
level. Fourth, disclosure and predispositions are more impor- i

tent when e other is perceived to be an acquaintance. Fifth,
a pattern merges le which some aspects of communication
satisfact e common to friend and acquaintance relatlok-
ships, some are common to communication satisfaction in
friend and stranger relationships, but few are common to com-
munication satisfaction in acquaintance and stranger relation
Chips. . i'The general cone -sat mcasure should prove to be a rela- -
tively reliable and valid tool in the mcasurcment of communi-
cation satisfaction. The specialized inventories Were found to
be relatively reliable and all 6 inventories were assumed to
be unidimensional. Suggestions for future research utilizing
these measures were offered. Order No. 77-9022, 2611 pages.'
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